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A New Service on the 
Information Superhighway 
If you have been searching for an easy way to authority control your 
library's current cataloging, try LTI's Authority Express service . 
With Authority Express, a library uses the Internet to transmit a 
file of newly cataloged bibliographic records to LTI (via FrP). 
Overnight, LTI processes the records through its state-of-the-art 
authority control system. Then, at the library's convenience, it logs 
into LTI's FfP server to retrieve fully authorized catalog records, 
along with linked LC name and subject authority records. 
Authority Express 
• Keeps authority control current at an affordable price 
• Integrates easily into existing workflows 
• Lowers cost by reducing staff time spent on catalog maintenance 
• Provides next-day turn around for up to 5,000 catalog records 
• Accepts records for processing even if LTI did not perform the 
original authority control 
"Authority Controlfor the 21st Century" 
• LIBRARY TECHNOLOGIES, INC. 
1142E Bradfield Road Abington, PA 19001 
(215) 576-6983 Fax: (215) 576-0137 
(800) 795-9504 email : LTI@LibraryTech .Com 
There's more than 
ONE 
way to do most things. You can have 
ONE 
serials management company, and 
ONE 
document delivery service, and 
ONE 
source for CD-ROM databases and yet another 
ONI 
for full text, index and abstract database searching. 
But why would you want more than 
ONE 
when there's 
ONE 
integrated source that can do it all for you? 
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INFORMATION SERVICES 
Phone: (205) ·991-6600 • Fax: (205) 995-1636 
Web site: http://www.ebsco.com 
The Leader In Integrated Serial Information Management 
Your Index to the World of Research! 
The most authoritative and powerful reference tool available, 
GTRB is essential for high-quality, up-to-date general and 
specialized reference collections. 
Features of the Eleventh Edition include: 
• Abundance of electronic resources-CD-ROMs, online databases, 
laser discs, and more 
• Annotations of some 16,000 reference/research sources 
• Authoritative descriptions of works' special features and 
comparisons to similar titles 
• Easy-access, 400+ page index to authors, titles, and subjects 
• Scholarly research materials as well as general reference sources 
needed in research libraries 
• Greatly enhanced treatment of diverse ethnic and cultural perspec-
tives, including more titles on non-European cultures, women's 
studies, and alternative lifestyles 
• Coverage of works written in dozens of languages 
Prepared by more than 50 distinguished reference librarianS' practicing in 
research libraries from Harvard to the University of California. Edited by 
Robert Balay, Reference Editor, Choice, and formerly Head of Reference, 
Yale University Libraries. Published by ALA Editions. 
$275.00 hard-cover • 2,040p. • 1996 • ALA Order #0669-9-2035 
NEW FROM ACRL 
Continuity and Transformation: The Promise of Confluence 
Proceedings of the Seventh National Conference of the Association 
for College and Research Libraries 
Richard AmRhein, ed. 
Describes how librarians are incorporating new and established tech-
nologies to enhance teaching, learning, and research processes in their 
institutions. Published by ACRL. 
$50.00pbk. • Approx. 500p. • 1995 • ALA Order #7786-3-2035 
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